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Systems Thinking in Bottom-Up Policymaking 

Section C 



!  Admitting more and better civic solutions to policy problems 

!  Example: German vs. Dutch on ramps 

!  Norms and expectations can set up a new equilibrium 
!  “A Culture of Health” 

New Ecostructure 
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!  Food labels 

!  Built-environment 

!  Information flows 
!  Civic engagement 
!  Transparent government 

Policymakers to Set Up Systems that Make Norm-Shifting Automatic 
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!  Agent-based models can try out different norm sets  

!  System dynamics can try out different norm shifters 

!  Engage policymakers in the business of ecostructure creation 

Complexity Science and Bottom-Up Ecostructures 
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!  For-profit and nonprofit is too constraining 

!  In post-scarcity world it is no longer true that money-chasing is everything 

!  Enabling ecostructure where a for-profit or a nonprofit can spin-off activities that are 
solely devoted to civic benefit 
!  Because that’s what people really want to do to give their lives meaning 
!  Crowd-sourced funding for a social enterprise coming out of corporate social 

responsibility 
!  Nonprofits that engage with various levels of government 

A New Norm of “For-Benefit” Enterprise 
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!  Participatory model building helps shift norms and expectations 

!  Technocrats that become engaged in model building are building more than models 
!  Build shared expectations and a new ecostructure 
!  Build new engagement between politicians and civic leaders 

!  Move away from top-down only solutions 

Bottom-Up Engagement for Illumination 
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